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Marijuana has always been a problem for 
Arizona



Traditionally, Arizona’s “Black Market” Marijuana is 
smuggled up through the southern border.



…  grown through “trespass” grows on state 
and tribal lands in the higher elevations



…transported from, through and into the state via 
the network of major interstate highways



and produced in large indoor grow operations within 
the metropolitan cities, and neighboring  suburbs



In 2010 Proposition 203 
“The Arizona Medical Marijuana Act” 

was introduced to the voters as a
“citizens-initiative process”  

with major  funding and support from the 
nationally active 

Marijuana Policy Project (MPP) 
as well as the 

National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana 
Laws (NORMAL) 



In 2010, proposition 203 passed by a narrow margin, with 50.13% of the vote

The count had remained at a virtual standstill, with the proposition failing by several 
thousand votes until the evening of Friday, November 12, 2010 when suddenly it 

surged ahead with 4,421 votes cast on “provisional ballots” 

** provisional ballots are votes cast on a ballot provided to someone who is not on the polling location’s roster 
or if the voter is unable to provide a valid form of identification



The AMMA  is covered under 
Arizona Revised Statutes 

Title 36, Chapter 28
Title 36 is the “health and safety” section of the Arizona Revised Statutes

Rules, regulations and guidelines are listed under
Arizona Administrative Code (secretary of state)

Title 9, Chapter 13



….and while sold to the voters as a necessity to 
supply medicine to terminally or seriously  ill 
patients, the reality has been something 
completely different.



Not surprisingly the 
number one 
“qualifying condition” 
for AMMA card 
holders is “chronic 
Pain”

in 2018 there were 
over 173,000 patients 
with this condition, 
the next closest was 
“cancer” with 4206 





With a steadily increasing clientele pool, dispensary 
numbers have doubled and profits have skyrocketed.



…as have the potency and price of the “medicine” 

AZ produced dispensary “distillate” 91.2 %THC







With New Mexico preparing to for recreational marijuana 
Arzina will have four out of five of its bordering states 

“legalized” 



But the true tale of “marijuana” in Arizona is 
“where the rubber meets the road”

Pinal County Az



Mexican DTO’s are still shipping commercial marijuana , 
but it is more common to intercept poly-drug shipments



Interstate transport of Marijuana and Cannabis 
into and through Arizona is at an all time “high” 
and growing 

Interstate transport of Marijuana and Cannabis into and through Arizona is 
at an all time “high” and growing



High grade narcotic cannabis oil (THC) produced 
for vaporizers has completely taken over the 

markets



And both the local and Mexican DTO black 
markets are profiting from it 



Diversion, black market “medical marijuana” sales 
and clandestine hash labs are ever increasing



And in 2020 we face the latest attempt at 
“recreational” marijuana 


